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ABSTRACT 
The focus of this paper will be the investigation of 
the geodjesies of ruled surfaces. In.particular, the main. 
concern jwill be with the minimal geodesies of ruled 
surfaces. Concepts, such as but not limited to, the first 
and second fundamental forms, Gaussian curvature, covariant 
derivative, and the geodesies themselves will be explained 
and developed by using some specificjexamples of surfaces 
in three-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Th|e investigation of under what conditions a curve on 
a ruled surface, besides the generators:, will be a geodesic 
of a ruled surface is the main objective. In other words. 
the search for a generic form bf the geodesic equations for 
a general ruled surface is a primary goal 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 
We are surrounded by all kinds of surfaces in everyday 
life. Balloons, cones, cylinders, and satellite dishes are 
just a few of the many physical models of surfaces that are 
part of our world. Understanding the geometry of curves and 
surfaces plays a large role in the design of vmany of oilf 
architeccural constructions. For•example,,nuclear cooling 
towers are built in the shape of hyperboloids of one sheet. 
This type of surface is known as a ruled surface, and can 
be built! using straight beams along the rulings. This 
design feature lowers the stress on the tower because there 
is very little tendency towards internal bending. It also 
makes construction of the tower easier, stronger, and at 
the samel time cheaper to build. 
Figure 1.1: 
)loid of 
One Sheet 
In order to.study the geometry of a surface, we need 
coordinat:es to make calculations. Just because surfaces 
live in , it doesn't mean we should always limit 
ourselve^ to think of them as three-dimensional. In the 
case of the cylinder, if we cut it lengthwise, it becomes a 
plane, a two-dimensional object. Thus one way to describe 
the geometry of a surface is to attertpt to spread part of a 
plane around a surface and, in terms of the required 
bending hnd stretching, understand how the surface curves 
in space [4] 
Surfaces in E 
To begin, we must define exactly just what a surface 
is and what properties a surface must have in order to 
perform [the desired computations. ' 
DEFINITION 1.1: Let D be an open set in (two-
dimensicjhal space). Let x denote a mapping from D into 
defined|as follows:x:i)-> (m,v)-^(r'(M,v),r^(M,v),x^(M,v)). The, 
mapping X is called a parameterization, where the x'(m,v) are 
the component functions of the mapping X [4] 
Just as performing calculus on the Frenet formulas 
enabled us to investigate the geometry of a curve, calculus 
will allow us to describe the geometry of a surface. We can 
          
do calculus, one variable at a time, using partial , 
differentiation. If we fix u=u^ and let v vary then X (Wo,v) 
depends on one parameter and therefore is a curve on the 
surface. It is called a v-parameter curve. 
Similarly, fixing v^Vq and letting u vary, we obtain 
X {u ,Vo), which is a u-parameter curve. It should be noted 
that both curves pass through the point X {Uq,v^). 
Tangent vectors for the u-parameter and v-parameter 
curves a're calculated by differentiating the component 
:'i. -'• 'v-
functionis of X with respect to m and v. We denote this as 
follows :j 
.3^ .3 A
^dx^ dx^ dx dx^ dx
and X„= (la) 
du'du'du dv'dv'dv 
One can evaluate these partial derivatives at the 
point X (Uq,Vq) to obtain the tangent vectors of the 
parametric curves at that point, namely x„ =(mo,Vo) and 
*,=("0.1 1-
          
Figure 1 2: Parameter 
Curves on a Surface 
A mapping X:D^E^ from an open'set D<^E^ is regular 
if X„xx, exists and x^xx^t^O for alli points in D. A 
coordinafe  patch or parameterization is a one to one 
regular mapping x:D-^E^of an open set D^E^ to E^. 
We are now ready for the definition of a surface that 
will be used throughout this paper. There are various 
notions of a surface in E^, but generally speaking, unless 
otherwise stated, our surfaces will l^ave no sharp points, 
edges, cjr self-intersections, that is they will be smooth 
(differentiable). [4] 
DEFINITION 1.2; A surface in E^\ is a subset M^E^ 
such that each point p of M has a neighborhood (in M) 
• /'y'' '-■' .-'y y:!. ■ y-yy'- ■ ■■■ ■ y ' • y;y)yy-'y\'' ' ' ''--y'' ^' ''' 'y-vy-
contained in the image of some parametrization X'. D M c E 
iect to the following three conditions [4] : 
a) X is of class . 
       
                             
This states that the mapping X has cpntinuous and non-
vanishing first, second and third derivatives. : 
! ' 
b) X is a homeomorphism. 
In dther words, X has a continuous inverse X"^. 
c) X is. regular at each point geX) 
This means that for each q&D, the.differential 
mapping \dyi:E^-^E^ ±& injective. This: implies that.the 
•' i ' . • - , .■ ■ 
Jacobianj matrix of the mapping X at each ^ € Z) has rank 2. 
Note thajt this also implies that X„ xx^ ^^ O and guarantees 
the existence of a tangent plane at all points of M . 
Thus X is neither a constant nor a function of u or v . 
alone, do that our surface M is neither a point nor a 
curve, furthermore, the vectors apd X^ are linearly 
independent at each q [4] . Throughout this paper, in most ; 
all of our examples, a surface M will be defined by a 
single patch,, with the possible exception of only a finite 
number of points. Now let us look at some parameterizations 
for surfaces in E^ . 
A sphere is a surface in E^, usually denoted as . One 
parameterization of the sphere is given by 
       
    
X (5',^)=(cos(98111^,31115* COS(9), where (9 is called the 
Golatitude and (j) the longitude. 
Figure 1|.3: 
! • ' 
The Sphere 
I , 
Thej torus is known as a surface of revolution. 
Consider Figure 1.4 below: 
Figure 1.4 
The Torus 
If we revolve a circle of radius r about the z-axis we 
can create the entire surface. Using spherical coordinates 
a parametrization for the torus is given by 
X (m,v)=((/?+rcosw)cosv,(i?+rcosw)slnv,r slnw) . 
  
Recall that..spherical coordinates usually make use of 
a spherejcentered at the Origin (for convenience) as well 
as two aijigles and a radius from the center, which in our 
case is d fixed distance of R. 
A cpne has the following parametrization 
X (m,v)=(mcosv,Msinv,aw) 
Figure 1.5 
j . , , , . ^ 
The Cone . 
A final example for a surface \n is the cylinder, 
given x (m,v)=(cosw,sinw,6v) 
Figure [1.6 
The Cylinder 
7. 
  
The Icone and the cylinder are examples of a special
-ri- ' it /-r-rr^fyi Z:' -I i/■= ■ ': ■ 
class of!surfaces known as ruled surfaces. As mentioned in 
V ■ '■ ' ■ ■ ' '■ 'i/ 'V - 'i- i'!'. ' ■ ''y ' 'y-'' ' ^ii'^ 'yV". '^ty;- -• y'y. '/ 
the abstract, a main focus of this paper is the 
investigation of the geodesies of ruled surfaces. 
DEFINITION 1.3: A ruled surface is a surface with a 
parameterization given by X (m,v) = ;^(m)+v<5"(m) , where P and S 
are curvps. Thus, the entire surface ds covered by this one 
patch, which consists of lines emanating from a curve ^(m) 
going in the direction S{u) . The curvje^^(^ is called the 
directrilx of the surface and a line having as a 
directiop vector is called a ruling, where v is the 
parametqr along the rulings. [4] , 
The'se straight lines are also known as the generators 
of the ruled surface. Therefore, a continuous motion of a 
i. d' y^y^'^y' ■ ■ '"^yy' 'y '■.i'^yy / ■ y^ y ■ ■ ;■: ■ ■ ■ y:'y" - ,.'yy;-;.; :r ■' / " .-yyy'y- ■, ■ y^ - 'y ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ . -y
straight! line in space generates a ruled surface. Thus an 
I 
alternatlive parameterization for a cylinder is given by 
X {u,v) = j^{u)+vc\ , where q is a fixed direction vector. For 
example^ a ruled surface parameterization for the cone is 
dy-yy'^:^'y--'y^y' ' :-y ■ ■ ''"'■Kii^;dyy^'idy--yy/- ^^:y:'v^ 
given by X (m,v) = (cosw, sinw, O) +v(0,0,6)- For the cone we have 
X (u,v) = pt+vS{u), where p is a fixed point. Note that we have
y"!'r''yy|y ityy' . 'y/y,; -y yyyy. ' -v'-yy ■ ^yv'' ■ y' yyyyv' 'yy • ■ ''y■■' ■ "y^'' -yy "yy-'-^y:-".d-yd-,yyyy ■ ■ ■ ■ y- ^" ■■ 'yy'y' ' 'y^y'^r« 
defined!ruled surfaces in such a way that allows the 
     
          
             
X 
appearance of singularities. Thus, ruled surfaces may have 
• i ' . . ' ' . 
points with X^xx^ =/9'(M)xiy(M)+yi5''(M)x<5'(M)=0. Th^ points are 
well contirolled, that is the singularities of such a 
surface (if any), will concentrate along a curve on the 
surface,.| 
A curve on a surface M is simply a mapping from an 
interval!of real numbers /=[fl,6]c-£' to the surface M, 
' i ' - ' 
DEFINITION 1.4: Let M be a surface. If a:I-^x{D)cM 
is a curve in which is contained in the image of a patch 
on M then for unique smooth functions u (^), v (t^:I-^E, 
a{t)-x (zi(?),v(?)) [4]. 
One can study a curve on a surface by examining the 
I . " . ' ' 
functionis u {t) and v(?)• A surface M is said to be path 
connected if for any two points p,q&M there is a curve 
<7:[0,1] with a{0)=p and a{^=q . This paper assumes all 
surfaces are path connected unless otherwise stated. 
So far we have defined a surface M(z E^ and a curve 
azM. T|7e now need to define a tangent plane to a surface 
M, whidh we know is guaranteed to exist by the definition 
of a surface. One technique used in mathematics is that of 
   
  
         
a linear approximation. In general, a'surface or curve is 
too complicated to study directly. The way we get around 
this is to. approximate it by something linear, such as a 
line or ^  plane. We then can study this linear object and 
deduce some characteristics of the original object- The 
tangent plane, denoted can be used to approximate M 
\ . : 
i' hi'-
near a point /»eM. [4] 
.y- ; -y:: y ly ^^:'y,.:y' , ; i". ; 
The I natural basis for 7y(M) are the vectors X„ and 
which arise as velocity vectors of curves on M . A vector 
w eJ'(Mj) if w is tangent to M at /> and if is the 
p. p' 
velocity vector of some curve on M . That is, there is some 
with ai^)=p and <2r'(o)= Wj,. When it is clear and no 
confusion will arise, we wil1 write W and V instead of W^ 
and Vp to represent vectors that live in Tp{M). 
.y; ^ -y y:y\::^I :yyy. y.ii" ;i-'v. .y-' -'i '"'yv''' - y-' ~'-y yy^ 
DEFIiniTION 1.5: The tangent plane of M at p is 
defined ;to be Tp{M)=[v |v is tangent, to M at p}. [4] 
' y.- :V' 1v'- ' . i ii'l- •"1 iv.'>'' 'U''
It[follows immediately that a normal U for Tp{M) is 
given by the cross product x„xx^. ; 
DEFINITION 1.6: U=xXuo,Vo)xX^{uq,Vq) [4] 
10 
  
 
 
If a unit normal is desired, we can divide U by its 
magnitude and obtain 
I . x„xx, X^xx, X,X:X, _ . ^ 
I K xXvl V(*« x*v)'. x*v) 
If we know how the direction of the normal to a 
surface changes as we move in the direction determined by a 
tangent vector, then we wilT know how the surface itself 
bends in: that direction. It is the normal itself, which 
will detect the geometry of the surface. To see how we can 
calculate this change in a given direction, we first need 
to exploire how a tangent vector acts to change a function. 
Let . g{x,y,z) he a function and let = be a 
curve. T|hen 
: dx dt dy dt dz dt 
\ dg da^ ^ dg da^ ^ dg da^ 
dx dt dy dt dz dt 
/ .3Ada^ da^ da
^dx'dy'dzj dt ^ dt'dt \
= Vg(<2r(r)-
% 
r —where Vg= [4] 
V 'dy'5z^ 
11 
 To . dsk how g changes, on M in .the direction;of the. ' 
need,to restrict g to -and let. v e T^Im). 
The V-direction on;M itself .means, in the direction of the . 
curve a with a'— v at P • 
. DEFINITION 1.7: The directional derivative of g in the 
vector V we 
v -direct|Lon is v[g](j:?)=^(g(a(^)))|(^o a{o)=p eM 
: and rjr'(0)jV [4] 
Note that the directional derivative does not depend 
on the ciirve chosen through . p . with a,velocity vector; v and. 
. V .acts, on a function^^ g to produce a.; scalar . v[g]. .. 
Recall that.the directional.derivative of. multivariable 
calculusj has precisely the.same..definition but g .may not be 
restricted to M and v can be any vector in E^. , 
Nowj if we let be the unit vector, when we- calculate 
how U changes in a given direction, only U's change in 
direction will be measured and it is this quantity that 
will det:ect the shape of the surface. A normal vector U to 
a surface M takes any point of M, say p, and assigns a 
vector E^ to it. So becaus^^ is 
a vector in E . Thus 
12 
  
 
I ^ V , (lb) : 
In tjhe basis ej =(1,0,0)/ 62-(0,1,0), and Cj=(0,0,l) for E we 
can write 
! , ,t/= m'Cj+M^e2+ 
i [4] (ic) 
where m',I/=1,2,3 are functions from Mito £■ . Since U assigns 
vectors to each peM then 17 is a vector field on M . 
Similarly, any assignment of a tangent vector to each point 
of M which varies smoothly over M is also called a vector 
field oh M . 
To describe the change in t/ in the direction ^eT^iu) 
we look 'at the changes in the functions u', z =1,2,3 in. the 
V-direction. In other words, we consider the directional 
derivatljves of the w/, / =1,2,3 in the direction of v . Now we 
are only interested in the initial rate of change of U in 
the V -direction because v is situated at p , so we evaluate 
the derivatives at 0, or a{^= p . The name covariant 
derivative is used to denote this initial rate of change of 
U in the. V -direction. This covariant derivative is just 
13 
the usual directional derivative applied to each coordinate 
function of U. Therefore I 
V,!/=(v [a'],v [t('l,v [a']) 
(l.d)
=Zv[4 
i=1 I 
I The First and the Second Fundamental Forms 
Recall that a curve in can be studied by two local 
invariani: quantities, curvature and torsion, as functions 
Of arc length. Likewise, we can investigate: 3 surface in. E 
by two Ibcal invariant quantities, called the first and 
second fundamental forms. Geometrically, the first 
fundamental form allows us to make measurements on the 
surface,! such as the length of curves, angles of tangent 
vectors,' and areas of regions. This can be done without 
referring back to E^ where the surface lies. , / . 
We can use the Pythagorean theorem as an intuitive way 
of thin]^ing of just how to measure distances on a surface. 
In the Euclidean space E", the Pythagorean theorem tells us 
that thei distance s from a point p to q, where p={p^,...,p„) 
and q={qi,-,q„), is given by , 
^{Pl-qif+-+iPn-qnf [7] (le) 
14 
  
   
 
For |a surface, which is generally curved,, distances 
usually, cannot be .measured as in Euclidean space. To help 
us describe how to measure distances on a surface, we need 
the mathematically imprecise notation: of infinitesimal. [7] 
The infiiiitesimal version for n=2 is ds^ =dx^ +dy^ (See 
Figure 1i7). [7] 
ds rfjF 
Figure 1.7 
One!can think of dx and dy as small quantities in the 
X. and y I directions. The equation ds^ =dx^ +dy^ is valid only 
for . iFor a surface in the corresponding equation,is 
ds^=Edu^+2Fdudv+Gdv' [7] (If) 
I , . . VEdu 
i . Figure 1.8 
This, is the.classical notation for a metric on a 
surface.! We can think of (If) as a warped version of the 
Pythagorean theorem. [7] 
NOW we need to be a little more: precise with the idea 
of measuring distances, angles, and areas on a surface. The 
natural:inner product in E^ (which a surface M is a subset 
of) induces on each tangent plane Tp{M), of a regular 
15 
  
w.surface Id, an inner product, denoted: by ^ . If w, and 
are vectdrs in r^(M)cE^, then.(w^Wj) is equal to the inner 
product of w, and Wj as vectors in > (NOTE: is 
linear in both w, and Wj, and (w,,W2)-(wjiw,). [3] Thus, this^^ ^^ 
linear product is of symmetric, bilinear form.) There , 
corresponds a quadratic form, -^.E, to this inner 1 
product, given by 
I^(w).=i(-w ,w)=|w|^.>0 [3].^ ^ ^ :. . ^ . (Ig) 
DEFINITION T.8': The quadra.tic form on .Jp(M) defined 
by I^(w)i^w,w I=jw|^ >0 is called the First Fundamental Form of 
a regular surface M(rE at p e M. [3] 
Thtjis, the . first fundamental form is just an expression 
of how a surface,M inherits the natural inner product of 
Our next goal is to express the first fundamental form 
sis for Tp{M), namely the basis consisting of thein a ba 
and associated to a parameterization x(m,v) atvectors 
p . Since a tangent vector ^ eTAM) is the tangent vector to 
16 
  
 
 
 
 
 
    
a paramet|erized curve (2'(;f)= x(M(?),v(^)), with p-<2'(o)-x(MQyVo), we 
obtain J 
j i;.(«'(o))=(^'(o).^'(o)>^ 
I = +2(x„,x,)^^/mc/v +(x,,x,)^^^v' 
I =Edu'+lFdudv+Gdv'' [3] (Ih) 
where all function values are computed for t=0, and 
I ^(mo,Vo)=(x„,x„>^ ^ 
^ G(MorVo)=(x„X,)^ [3] 
Therefore in (Ih), E, F, and G are the coefficients 
of the first fundamental form in thejbasis {x„,Xj,} of Tp{M). 
(NOTE: By letting p run in a coordinate neighborhood 
corresponding to X(m,v), we obtain functions E{u,v), F{u,v), 
and G(m,V) which are differentiable in that neighborhood.) 
In[the future the subscript ^ (on the inner product 
^ anjd on the quadratic form (will be omitted when it 
is clear which point is being referred to.; 
Tht coefficients(of I play a basic role in calculating 
arc length, angles and surface area. Let x(m(?),v(^)), <3<?<6, 
( .' ' 11 
  
 
 
be a regujlar curve (arc) on a patch X=x(u,v). Now, recall 
that an a!rc length is equal to 
''vV' .• V '■"■ . •''v /■ ■ 'X:, - ■ ■■ • ' ' 
dx 
S = dt 
dt 
Yldx dx 
dt 
dt dt 
) '• : ti ' 
Yl
du dv^ du dv^ 
dtx„ + Xv — x,, + X„ —=r " dt " dt j " dt " dt 
Yl 
e{^ + 2F^^+ G dt [6]=j \ dt dt dt \dt 
Thub arc length on a surface is the integral of the 
square root of I. For this reason I is sometimes called the 
element of the arc 
S=\^/^ [2] (li) 
Th^ first fundamental form has two important 
properties that need to be mentioned. One property is that 
I is invariant under a parameter transformation. Thus, I 
depends jonly on-the surface and not on a particular 
representation for that surface. A second property is that 
1 is positive definite. That is I>0 and 1= 0 if and only if 
du = 0 and dv = 0. This is clearly the case since 
■ -i. ■ ■ ■ ' 'y ■ ■ • ■(y -i' ■ V ii ■ ,v y ^ - .V:': i- . 
' ■ ■''1 ' ' y: ; y • ' -y^ i ^ ' ■■■y „ y; ' V ' ■ 
I= (w,w) = |w|^ >0 and x, and are independent. 
18 
                                 
 
 
 
           
   
Knowing that I is positive definite, we can show that 
its coefficients must satisfy E>0, G>0, and EG —F^>0, 
I - . ' ' . . , 
Now recafl that x, and are independent and x„ x x, 0, 
E = = ]x„f > 0' and (?= X„ • X^ =|x„| >0, then 
i ^(x„-x„Xxv-xJ-(x„ -xJ(x„ -x,^^ 
! = (x« >< Xv)-(x„ >< X,) ; 
I = |(x„ x xj'> 0 
since x„ x x,. 0 
Another aspect of a surface we would like to 
investigjate is how a surface MciE^ bends in different 
directions at a specific point in M . The Second 
I ' ' ' ' " ' ' 
Fundamerital Form provides one way of detecting the slope of 
a surface. ; , 
Let x =x(m,v) be a patch on a surface of class 2 or 
i '■ ' ' ■ , ■ ■ ■ 
greaterJ Then at each point on the patch there is a unit 
normal 11=^"^ ^ "i , which is a function of u and v of class 
K^^vl 
C' withja differential + Now, JG is orthogonal 
to U fdr the following reason: U is a unit normal, thus 
orthogonal to ^^(m) (the tangent plane at point /?eM. ) 
Since U is a unit vector, we have , 
19 
    
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
: i U-U=\ 
" i . . . ' 
' =0 
^U'-U+U-U'=0 
; =^2U'-u=o 
I =>dUlU [6] 
Thus, dUis a vector parallel to the tangent plane at 
X as shown in Figure 1.9 [6]. 
dx 
Figure 1.19 : . 
Now consider the quantity; 
I -dy.- dU 
! =-{y^du+y^dv)-(U^du+U^dv} 
; =-y^-UJu^ -{y,-U,+y,-U^ K-U.dv' 
=Ldu^ +IMdudv+Ndv^ (Ij) 
where 
L=-x„-U, 
•^v + Xv.-^«) 
[6]:N=-k-U, 
20 
 V 
-^ II/ is called the 
Second Fundamental Form of x=x{u,v). As was 1, 11 is also 
invariant under a parameter transformation, which preserves 
the direction of U, otherwise 11,changes its sign. Note 
that both x„ and x,. are orthogonal to U since they are a 
basis for T 
; For applications of I and 11 to practical problems, it 
is very useful to have formulae for their coefficients 
are given here without derivation ;■ 
G = X., -x. 
e =Ku-g = 
-F' 
NOTE: The notation x„„ means the second derivative of x with 
respect to u . 
N= X.... -U = 
where |u,v,w| denotes the determinant of the three vectors u, 
V , and w in E' 
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Let'Is now look at a couple of examples involving 
I and 11. 
• i . • • 
EXAMPLE 1.1: Compute I for the cylinder, given by 
x(m,v)=(co$M,sinM,v), where {u,v^e.E^, 0< m < 2;^, -oo < v < oo . (See 
Figure 1.;5). 
Now I 
^ J.-Edu^+2Fdudv+Gdv^ 
i x^, (-sinM,cosM,0) 
x„=(0,0,l) 
Therefore 
E=K-K 
=(-sinM,cosM,0)-(-sinM,cosM,0) 
=sin^ u+cos^ u 
=(-sin cosM,0)-(0,0,1) 
=0 
G=x,-x, 
=(0,0,1)•(0,0,1) 
=1 
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Thus! 
j 
I X=\du^-^2{(^udv+\dv^ 
i = du~ +dv~ n 
EXAMPLE 1.2: Find the first and second fundamental-
forms ofithe sphere with a parameterization given by 
sin <9COS asin^COS aCOS<9) 
Now[ 
X^ =(acos^cos acos s^in^,-asin 
X^ =(-asin sin asin(9cos(Z^,0) 
i =(-asin<$'coSjz5,-asin($'sin^zi,-acos(?) 
I x^^ =(-asin($'cos(2},-asin($'sinjz>,0) 
I x^.=(-acos(9sin acos(9cos^,0) 
E=x^ -x^ = 
F=^e:^^=^ 
I G=x^ -x^ =0^ sin^0 
Therefore. 
! X=a^du^+a^ sin^ d dv^ 
■Now, we will find II. 
L — Xnn'U — 
4eg-f^ 
23 
-a^sin^ 
Va"sin^0 
sin(? 
a'sin^ 
=-a 
M=^^-U= =0 
-^EG-F^ 
x.,x.,x^ = sin^(9cosjz5-fl^ &s^^c6s^=0since 
|x»,x„x^| 
N= x -U= 
^EG-F^ 
_-a sin 6 
sin*? 
=-asin^6 
Thus 
:■ -■ .y!. ■': ■■ • ■' • ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' ■■. ■■ " ■' ■ ' i ■ ' ■ 
II= Ldu^ +IMdudv +Ndv^ 
= -adu^ -a sih^ 6 dv^ □ 
EXAMPLE 1.3: Find the length of'the arc (curve) 
a=e ^1, where 0=6, 0<0<^, and jz^ is a constant, on the 
cone X(m, v)= (m cos ^ ,usin0, u) 
E = y.g-y.0 =u^ 
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G=x,-x„=2 
du _ M(cOt(f) 
dO ^J2 
=1 
d0 
Now I 
S= HI de 
Yi 
f :ii£ +2Fil^+G 
du 
d0 
= \d0. d0 d0 \dOJ 
=^]l+cot^ ip ^u d0 
(cot jzi) 
= yjl+cot^ (j) e ^ dO 
py f ;r(cotV) 
^ 'e ^  -1 [6]□COSjZ^ 
I Curvature of a Surface 
I , ■ ■ . ' ■ ■ ■ • - . ■ . ■ 
Normal Curvature 
Geometrically, the normal curvature is the curvature 
■ - I • ■ ' ■ " ■ ■ ■ • 
! ■ ■ ■ ' ■ . ■ • . • 
of the plane curve formed by the intersection of a surface 
M withi the plane passing through a'tangent vector ^^(m) 
25 
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and meeting M perpendicularly. Then the plane also passes 
' i - . 
through t;he surface normal U. 
DEFINITION 1.9: Let aeM be a regular curve passing 
through eM, at be the curvature of at /> , and 
cosd where N is the normal vector to a, C/ is the 
normal vbctor to M p, \X & T^{m) is a unit vector, and <9 
is the angle between // and U. The number k — /ccos0 is 
called the normal curvature of a<zM at p . [4] 
.s/.\ 
Figure 1.10 \- , 
Normal Curvature 
Notje that N" is the Frenet normal to the curve a and 
fc is the usual notation for the a's curvature. 
I . , . , 
Lei a be a unit speed curve (i.e. the magnitude of 
. r , ;■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ , ■ 
«' =1) , with a{0)^p, a'{0) =U , where U is a unit vector in 
i ■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ , . ■ ■ 
Tp {M) . Then we have 
i k {m)= a^Qyuip) 
26 
 ! =;r(0)JV(0)•£/(;>) 
=;r(0)cos<9 [4] (Ik) 
Thu4 (Ik) is another representation for the normal 
curvature. We think,of a"-U a.s the component of 
acceleration due to the bending of M. 
MEUSNIER THEOREM: All curves lying on a surface M and 
having at a given point peM the same tangent line at this 
point, have the same normal curvature. [3] 
This theorem allows us to talk about the normal 
rcuivature along a given direction at p . Given a unit veGtor: 
U^Tp{]\^, \ the intersection of M with'the plane containing U 
and U ijs called the nojrmal section of M at p along U. In 
a neighborhood of p, a normal section of M at p is a 
regular plane curve on M whose normal vector N is ±L((/?) 
or zero] Thus, its curvature is equal to the absolute value 
of the normal curvature along \\ at p. That is, the 
absolute value of the normal curvature at p of a curve <2r(5) 
is equal to the curvature of the normal section of M at p 
along <3;'(o). [3] 
27 
  
Figure Ijll 
Normal Section 
1=^ 
4'-
; Normal section at: along U 
By the Meusnier Theorem, the normal curvatures at p 
along II ; for a and are equal. Just what does the normal 
curvature A:(u) tell us? There are three cases: 
. : If A:(u)>0, then the normal section is bending 
in the Same direction as U{p). Hence> in the u-direction M 
is bending toward U{p). 
. 1 If A:(u)<0 then the normal section is bending in 
the opposite direction from U{p). Thus, in the u-direction 
M is bending away.from U{p). 
28 
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, ! If A:(u)-,0 then the curvature of the normal 
section vianishes at so that the normal to a curve in the 
normal section is undefined. It is impossible to conclude 
that there is no bending of M in the u-direction since the 
curvatur^ may:only vanish at p . .[6] 
The I sigh of the normal curvature, tells us about the 
bending 6fM toward or away from its normal in a given 
direction. Note that by changing the normal to -U{p) the 
sign of it(u) reverses. To avoid confusion, we will always 
take outward pointing normals. 
Normal curvature is a function from unit vectors in a 
plane, that is a circle of radius one, to the real numbers. 
i ' ' ' 
This fuhction is continuous. Just as any continuous 
function in a closed interval attains a maximum and a 
minimum,! so does any continuous function on a compact (i.e. 
i. . ' ' • 
closed aind bounded) set like a circle. Therefore there are 
unit vectors and Uj such that 
I A:(uJ=^i =maxA:(u) and A:(u2)= A:2 = minA:(u). 
The unit vectors and U2 are called the principal 
I ' " .. • 
vectors I and the maximum and the minimum values for the 
curvature, and are called the principal curvatures.[4] 
29 
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DEFINITION 1.11: The roots (eigenvalues) of the 
i-aE M-^aF 
=0 are the principal curvatures A',ion 
M-oF N-oG 
and k2. [[2] 
V''' ;.v": ,V- . v", . j \ ; . 
Defijnition 1111: gives us a convenient way of 
calculating A:, and for practical applications. 
The Gauss Mao 
The idea of surface mappings and their derivatives 
plays an!important role in determining the geometry of 
surfaces. One such map is called the Ga.uss map, and its 
behavior provides a way to study ^  surface. 
DEFINITION 1.12i The Gauss map is a mapping G:M S' 
from the surface M to the unit sphere S centered at the 
origin given by G(jj)=U{p), where U{j>) is the unit normal of 
/■'(: ' ■ , 'v: . '.' -1 
I 
■ iv, " i:.V'y.'V 1 ^ ^ 
M at [4] 
Sidce U{p) is a unit vector in , we may represent it 
as a point on (see Figure 1.12) . 
30 
 u(p) 
u(j>) 
Figure 1.12 
The Gauss iMap 
We now turn to an example that describes the image of 
the Gauss mapping on the unit sphere. ^ 
EXAMPLE 1.4: For each of the following surfaces, 
describeithe image of the Gauss mapping on the unit sphere 
(use either normal): 
a) Cylinder: x^+xl,=r^ 
b) Plane: x^+X2+x^=0 
. C),Sphere: (xj-l)^+^2 +(a:3+2)^ =1; 
SOLUTIONS: 
a) Cylinder: xf+X2=r^ 
NOTE: We need to find U . For the cylinder we can use the 
following parameterization 
i X(m,v)=(cosM,sinw,v) 
Now 
31 
  
x„=(-sinw, cosM, O), =(O,0,l), 
x„ xx^={cosu, sinw, O) 
=1 
It follows that 
^ r X,X X, (cosu,sinM ^ O)_ ^2 , ^ 
, V(*« X*v)' ^ 
NOTE: The result is the unit circle, since x^=0. 
b,) Plane: r,+ +%=0 
Xj =M 
X2 =-u-v 
X3 =V 
iu,v)={u-{u+v),v) 
U=± 
X„=(1-1.0) 
X,=(0-1,1) 
i j k 
X., XX , = 1 -1 0 =-l/-l7-U=(-1,-1,-1) 
0 -1 1 
(-1,-1,-1) , (-1,-1.-1)
U=±-
s \-S'-S'-SV(-i.-i,-i)' 
c) Sphere: (r,-1)^ +r,+(r,+2)^ =1 
32 
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If we reparameterize to spherical coordinates the 
equation jof the sphere may be expressed as 
x(m,v)=(i+cosmcosv, sihweosv, sinv-2) 
: TJ-+Now , U -± 
vsr><^. 
=(-sinwcosv, cosMCOsv, o) 
=(-sin Vcosu,-sin Vsinm, sinvcosv) 
Xy X =(cosMCOs^ V, sinncos^v, sinvcosv) 
(x„xXv)-(*«xXv)=cos'v 
X xj^ = Vcos^ V =cos^ 
X 
Thus 
^ ^ (cosucos^ V, sinucos^ v, sinvcosv) 
~ . • cosv 
=±(cosMCOsv, sinnCOSV, sinv) 
. xf+Xj +U[:3 =1:: , 
which is the unit sphere. D 
Gaussian and Mean Curvatures 
Thd concept of curvature of a surface is much more 
complicated than the notion of curvature on a curve. If a 
is a curve in and p is a point on oc, the curvature of (X 
33 
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at p measures the rate at which en leaves the tangent line 
to oc at p . Analogously, the curvature of a surface MaE 
dt peM ^ should measure the rate at which M leaves the 
tangent plane to M at p . However, there are problems that 
arise for surfaces that are not present for curves. A curve 
can only separate from one of its tangent lines in only two 
directions, but a surface can separate from one of its 
tangent planes in infinitely many directions. In general, 
the rate of departure of a surface from one of its tangent 
planes depends on the direction. [4] : 
There are several competing concepts for the curvature 
of a surface in . The normal curvature k and the 
principal curvatures A', and kj are two notions for the 
curvature of a surface. We now introduce two of the most 
important curvatures in surface theory. Two computable 
invariants of a surface are the Mean and the Gaussian 
- ' ' r l,' 'i- .. :i' 'i';-} '- - 'ii ,■ ' ^ \ J . / . 'J r; '"i" 
curvatures. 
DEFINITION 1.13: The Gaussian curvature, K, is given 
bv K =klk.=^^— and the. Mean curvature, H, is defined by^ ' EG-F-
EN-IFM+GL ^2] 
EG-F^v-^7 
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It should be noted that the two principal curvatures 
and can be expressed in terms of // and K as follows 
I •k2 —H —K. [2] (11) 
Let 'US now turn to some examples involving the 
calculations for curvature. 
EXAMPLE 1.5: Find the Gaussian and Mean curvature of 
the cylinder given by 
x(m,v)=(cosm, sinw, 6v),a 0 
=(-sinM,cosM,0) 
=(—cosM,sinM,0) 
=(o,o,^) 
^«v =(0A0) 
E=x^-x^=\. F= G= 
^-^EG-F^:= V(l)(&')-0= =b 
, ! ^EG-F^ : b 
i. 4eg-f^ , 
^EG-F^ 
Thus, the Gaussian curvature is 
35 
LN-M^ \ (i-2cos^m)(0)-0 _
0K= 
EG-F' 
and the Mean curvature is 
/i\/i\EN-2FM+GL (i)(q)-2(o)(q)+ ~2 _ 6(l-2cos) 
H= 
EG-F' v2y 
EXAMPLE 1.6: Find the Gaussian and Mean curvature of the. 
helicoid 
[(m,v)^(mcosv, Msinv, av), a^O 
The Mean curvature is H=—{k^+k2), and the Gaussian 
curvature is K^k^k2, where k^ ,k2 are the eigenvalues of the 
matrix 
L-AE M-AF 
=0 
M-AF N-AG 
E=Xu-x^, F=x^ -x^, G=Xy-x^ 
X= M= 
^Jeg-ff' ■^EG-F\ ' iEG-F' 
= (cosv,smv,0) 
= (-MsinV,M cos V,a) 
=(-ucos v-usinv,0) 
=(-sinv,cosv,0) 
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^= F 'G=X^-X^ -u^+a^ 
-^EG-F^ = Vi-(m^+a^)-0'= +a' 
Pm 9 9•^MV 1 _ ^ 
N= = 0Z= =0, M= 
4u- +a^ ylu^ +a^ ^|u^ +a^ ■\lu^ + 
So, 
Z -vZZ M- yJF 
= 0 
M-AF N-AG 
a 
-A 
■yju^ +ci^ = 0 
-A(u^ +a^)
4u^ + a.^ 
A'(u'^a')-^^= 0 
■ u+a 
This is a quadratic equation, which can be solved for 
A . The :solutions are 
a 
A = ± 
a^+u^ 
The lasf. result implies values for the principal curvatures 
7 « ^ ^k, =-y—Y and 
a' +u' a +u 
Following the formulae in 'terms of k^,k2 given at the 
beginning of this exercise, we are ready to express: 
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• The Gaussian curvature 
a 
K=k,k^ = 2 '2"-\a^ +u^ yy Cl +u [a'+u'J 
The Mean curvature 
a 
= 0 
j '9 ■'9- • 2H=\(K+K)=\ \^Q, +U Cl +li J 
□ 
An alternative way of finding the Gaussian and Mean 
curvature of the Helicoid is using general formulae in 
terms ot E,F,G,M,N and L : 
• The Gaussian curvature 
aLN^M' ■\lcr +u~ 
K = EG-F^ l(a'+M')-0' (a^+u^J 
• The Mean curvature 
-a1(0)-2(0) [a^ +M^)(0) 
1EN-2FM+GL 9 = 0H= 
EG-F' □ 
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CHAPTER TWO j 
INVESTIGATING GEODESICS OF RULED SURFACES 
I The Christoffel Syrttools 
Sometimes we need to find the coefficients for a 
•Vector in terms of a given basis/ Since Z=X„„-C/, M=X^-U, 
and N=X^-U, it may be useful or necessary to find 
expressions for , X„^, and X^^ in terms of the basis 
x„„=Cx«+r:„x,+zi7 X, -U=L 
y =T"X +r*'X +MU x^-U=M 
*MV , UV II III' V ^ 
:^..-U=N 
Thei F's are just, coefficients in the basis:;{x^,Xyj. 
and are iknown as the:.Christoffel symbols. Using; the dot 
product and our definition of E, we have 
X •x=r"X 'X+o+o=r"£'I , ; ^UU .^U ^ uu^u: -^^ i MM 
Using the product rule we have 
E=x^ •r„ 
Eu' i '^ uu 
=2X •,v 
UU 11 
=Xuu-\ 
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IE 
In a similar manner, using the dot product, chain 
rule, and partial derivatives we obtain the following 
formulae for the Christoffel symbols: 
r" =-^ 
2G 
r" = 
IE 
r" =-^ 
2G 
r« = _ 
2E 
2G 
we will use these results when we discuss the geodesic^ 
equations later in this, section. For now, to lay the 
groundwork for the concept of a geodesiC/ we introduce the 
covariant derivative. 
! Covariant Derivative 
t 
To Istart, let us recall the definition of a tangent 
vector field. 
DEFINITION 2.1: A (tangent) vector field is an open 
wset DczM of a regular surface M is a correspondence 
40 
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that assigns to each jjeD a vector . The vector 
field w IS differentiable at p if, for some 
parameterization x(m,v)in p, the components a snd b of 
w=ax„+6x, in the basis {x„,XJ are drff^reritiable-
functions at /?. We say w is differentiable in D ib 
differentiable for every peD. 
As mentioned earlier/ the coyariant derivative is much 
like the!usual directional derivative in We now giye a 
formal definition to this concept. 
DRFINITION 2.2: Let w be a differentiable vector field 
in an open set cM and eD. Let yeI;(m). Consider a 
parameterized curve 0!:{-s,s)—>D with a{6)=p, and a'{o)=y, 
and let w{t), ?e(-<f,-f), be the restriction of the vector 
field w', to the curve a. The vector obtained by the normal 
projection of j(o) onto the plane T^iM^ is called the 
covariant derivative at p of the vector field w relative 
l'- ir;- ^ ^ 'A; i ' . -.y:?: -■ ! ' ' ■ 
to the director y . This covariant derivative is denoted by 
(o) or {D,w)(p) or Vw . [3] 
41 
 dw 
=a'(0) 
Dw 
/ P 
(M) 
Figure 2.1 
The Govariant Derivative 
We now proceed to express basis { X„, X^}, 
the basis for Tp{M). 
Let x{u{t),v{t))=a{t) 
and let w{t)=a {u(t), +b =a{t)x^ +b{t)x^ be the 
expression of in the parameterization x(m,v). Then 
dw
=a{xy+x„,v')+6 +x^v')+a'x„+h'x^ {2a) 
dt 
^ L)w ^  
Now is the projection of in the tangent
dt 
! \ dt 
plane. Ihus, by dropping the normal component and using our 
formulae for X„„, X„^, and X^, we obtain 
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 Dw 
\
a'+^au'+—av'+^bu'-^bv' 
dt 2E 2E 2E 1 2E [3] (2b) 
^l^au'+^av'+^bu'^ -^bv'|x,
2G 2G 2G 2G ' 
As were the first and second fundamental forms, the 
covariant derivative is an intrinsic property of the 
surface as well. 
For!a curve on M, we can think of cx 3.S the 
trajectory of a point, which is moving on the surface. Then 
a'{t^ is the speed and is the acceleration of . The 
covariant derivative of the field oc'{t) is the 
I dt 
tangential component of the acceleration cc(t). 
We need to define one more concept before we are ready 
to discuss geodesies. 
DEFINITION 2.3: A vector field w along a parameterized 
curve ct:I—M where I=\ci,b^^E is said to be parallel if 
Dw 
=0 for every tel. [3] 
dt 
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Figure 2.1 2. 
Parallel Field 
Plane Curve 
Thus^'a the curve, the length of the vector and its 
a-hgle With a fixed direction are constant. As we wil1 see, 
when -£^1=0 at every point on a curve a, then this curve 
V dt \ '1 •!■ 1 ■■ ■ .-V ■ ■ ■' ' ' ' -."t l; l, ^ "O' 
possessed el wonderful, gudiity. . . .-.j. . . . 
The Geodesic Equations 
.; Ah bhvious questiotf arises ; whtn:.we ' talk . ab .two 
points oh e surface is what is the shortest distance or 
. path between them.1 In iplahe hhe^ ■ distance, is'represented: 
by a straight 1ine. In differential geometry, we can 
intuitively think of the shortest distance between two 
points on a surface by using another characteristic of a 
straight line, the vanishing of its second derivative. [4] 
Now simply requiring that a' — O for a curve a on a surface 
M is not sufficient since there is no guarantee this line 
would remain on the surface. If we could find a curve on 
the surface that is bending or twisting at the 'same rate as 
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 the surface itself, then perhaps this'WOuld also describe a 
path of shortest distance between two points. 
; DEFINITION 2.4: A nonconstant, parameterized curve 
<2r:/—>M is said to be geodesic at t^I if the field of its 
tangent vectors is parallel along oc at t, that is 
M)=o 
dt 
We say that a is a parameterized geodesic if it is a 
geodesic for all tel. [3] 
Note that| is equal to a constant, say C^O. 
Thus, we may introduce the arc length s=ct as a parameter. 
DEFINITION 2.5: A regular connected curve C in M is 
said to be a geodesic if for every peC, the 
parameterization <2^(5) of a coordinate neighborhood of p by 
the arc length 5 is a parameterized geodesic, that is a(5) 
is a parallel vector field along ^(5). [3] 
In! other words a regular curve ac:M is a geodesic if 
and only if its principal normal at each point pea is 
parallel to the normal of M at /» . 
DEFINITION 2.6: Let C be a regular curve contained on 
a surface M, and let or(5) be a parameterization of C in a 
neighborhood of psM, by the arc length 5. The algebraic 
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value of the covariant derivative =at of a'(s) at p is 
I as 
called the geodesic curvature of C at /» . [3] 
We have =/c^cos0, where is the curvature of a and 
G is thei angle between (the; principa;l- n 
(the surface normal). Thus, regular curves on a surface M 
are geodesies if their geodesic ourvature is equal to zero. 
To help us calculate the geodesies on a surface'we now 
introduce the geodesic equations. In the following, we only 
consider;orthogonal patches x(m,v )/ that is F=X„-X^=0. 
Let' a'.I^M be a parameterized curve of M and let ^ 
X(m,;v)ble:'a. parameterization of;M.. in a neighborhood V cf 
^ FK '^0 • Let2/C;/: be(ah,.open interval containing,:%, 
such: th^t d(j)ciV. Let X v0)/ te be the expression of 
in the parameterization X . Then the tangent vector 
field a{t), teJ is given by w=w'(f)x„+v'(?)x^. Since w must be 
parallel in order for or to be a geodesic curve, we know 
that = From our definition of covariant derivative we 
dt ; 
have (recall (2a) and (2b)) 
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V-
dt \ 2E E 2E 
v"- + —m'v'+-^v'^ \x^ + h (u,v)u 1+ 
2G G 2G ' 
Dw . n d.w . . . 
Now because is a projection of — in the tangent
dt dt 
plane, we simply drop the part containing the surface 
normal and obtain 
Dw u"+ +^uV-'^v 
2'dt 2E E 
■u' + -^u Vl-^r—^V 
. . . . . , 2G G 2G . 
Thus, in order toLhave = 0, we need to set; the: 
V-- ■" ': ■ ■ ■ ■ :V.' .. \ ;■ ■ ■ ^V: ' • ■ ■ ■ • ; /' ' 
coefficients of ahci zero. Therefore we 
obtain the-differential equations 
0 
2E E 2E 
m" u'v'-^v'- = 
u'v'+^v'- = ;:f;:;,(:2c)0 
2G G 2G 
These are known as the differential equations of the 
geodesies of M [3] . Notice that (2c)is obtained from 
equation (2b) by letting ci' = u' , b =v , and equating the 
coefficients of X„ and x,. to zero. 
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Usua|lly the gfeodesic equations are difficult to solve 
explicitly. Often times however, their solution may come 
down to two cases, and thereby reducing the problem to the 
computation involving basic integration. Suppose that we 
have an orthogonal patch for a surface M, and that E and 
G only depend on u or only depend on v. Then we say that 
an orthogonal patch x(m,v) is a Clairaut parameterization 
in u if .E,=0 and G,=0. The patch is Clairaut in v if 
E^=0 and G„=0. If we have these conditions, then the 
geodesic equations simplify to 
(Clairaut in u) ~^ 
2E It, 
v''+-^mV=0 . 
G 
E (Clairaut in v) u",+ —^u'v'=0 
; =0 (2d) 
20 20 
We inow give two examples that use the geodesic 
equations for determining the geodesies for the cylinder 
and theicone. 
EXAMPLE 2.1: Find the geodesicS| on the cylinder 
x^+y^=i by using the geodesies equations. 
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              
The geodesic equations are (2b). We will digress from 
the x^+y^=l definition of the cylinder and use the 
parameterization 
x{u,v)={cosu,sm.u,bv). 
Let's calculate the values for E,F,G,E^,E^,G^, and G^. 
=(—sinM,cosM,0) 
=(-cosM,sin,M,0) 
r^=(0,0,Z)) 
•^w =(0A0) 
^„v=(OAO) 
Therefore, : 
E=x^-x^=\ 
F=x^-x^ =0 
G=x^-x^=b^ 
Eu=2x^u-Xu =0 
! , . ; , . . ' . . 
i , . E^=lx^-x^=0 
^ ; Gu =2x„;-x,=0 • 
G;=2r^-Xv =0 
Substituting the above values in the given geodesic 
equations will reduce to 
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u"=0 and v"=0 
This result implies that u{t) and v(f) will be linear, 
that is i 
u{t)=at+b 
j v(^)=ct+d 
This linearity defines the generating lines of the 
cylinder:;- Ih;vthe special .(a ruled ,surfacej;vas: gsod 
case, when =1 and v=t , the parameterization of the 
surface of the cylinder is (cosl,sinl,?), which defines a 
straight line. ; 
In the special case, when u{t)=t and v=l, the 
parameterization of the surface of the cylinder is 
(cosr,sillhi), which defines a circle. Therefore, the circles on 
the cylinder are geodesies. If we let u{t)=t+l and v=t, the 
parameterization of the surface of the cylinder is 
1 v'.l ■'V V'. "l- ./V' ■ -
(cos(r +1),sin(? +l)y), which def ines a he1ix. 
Hence, the geodesies on the cylinder are 
' 1. The straight lines (the generators) ; 
2. The circles; 
3. The helix. 
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Figure 2.3 
Geodesies on a Cylinder 
EXAMPLE 2: Find the geodesies on the eone with the 
parameterization x(u,v)=(ucosv,usinv,^^u),i 
Let^'s. calculah^^^^^ for E,F,G,E„,E:^,G^,: 
=(cosM,sinv,a) 
^««=(0A0) 
=(-MsinV,ucosv,0) 
=(-Mcosv,-Msinv,0) 
x„^ =(-sinv,cosv,0) 
Therefore, 
E=x„-x^=a +1 
F=x„-Xv =0 
G=x^-x^=u 
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 
Eu=^Xuu =0 
E„=2x,-x, =0 
•x^ — 2u 
Gv =2x^-x^ =o; 
Substituting the above values into the geodesic equations 
u"+Ejlu"+BluV-^v"=0 
2E E 2E 
and 
2G G 2G 
they reduce to 
2(a'+l) +1) 
v"+—mV=0 ^  v"+-mV=0 
U 
The second geodesic equation can be reduced from a 
second order to a first order differential equation as 
follows i 
v"+-mV=0 : 
u , , , 
v"=--mV 
—=--u' 
v' u 
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=-2f- u'dt 
Inv'=-21nM+C 
, C ,2 C' 
v'=—^ V =— 
u u 
i using the unit speed relatipp :\=7.Eu'^:+Gv'^,Now we 
obtain: 
1 — {ci~ +1 +u 
yU'^ 
1={ci~ +i)m'^ + 
V," y 
={a^ +iy^1-
V" y 
2 . 2^ / 
u -C ,2
=(a^ +1)/'^ 
U +1) 
So, 
u'-C 
u'=±. 
u +1) uyla^ 
Now, let's divide v' by u' and integrate: 
_C 
_2
V 
2 A-r2 
w -C 
(a^Tl) 
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Jv _ C-Ja^ +1 
u'\lu^ —C^ 
dv_^ 
j rJu J 
f du = ■' %4it^ -^C 
r V^35^ +1 y
' — j:CI ,
■ u4ii^^^ 
'UCyJa^ +1 —arc sec—+Z)
C C 
v = -yja~ +1 arcsGC—+D 
u V „ 
arc sec — = , -+ 
C : r-yJa^^ A-l , 
/ 
u 
— sec 
C yrv/a^'+l : : / 
u = Csec ■. .- , .rS^'+'A 
"t,!' ,; -.'v 
Figure 2.4 
. -.y- ■■ ■y. y;':i|yiv\^"y- v:- yy ;y::'-'y' y: 'yy.: Vyyy-' ''y •;
Geodesies on a Cone 
; Geodesies of Ruled Surfaces , 
We now turn our attention to one of our primary goals, 
the search for a general representation for the geodesies 
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of a ruled surface. Recall that.a general parameterization
for a ruled surface is given by x{u,v) =/^{u)+vS{u) . Let us
begin by explaining and deriving some relationships that
will simplify our calculations. Now S is a unit vector,
therefore, ^S• S = 1 , which implies that that S• S = \ . We
can gain an additional fact by applying the product rule as
follows:
s-s = \
=> {s-si =0
S'-S+S-S' = 0
=> n S' = 0
=> S-S' = 0
Now by assuming that we have an orthogonal patch, that
is a parameterization x(m,v) such that X„xx„=0, then F
must equal zero. By definition, F = x„-x^, so for a ruled
surface x„ =/?'(m)+vJ'(m) and = S {u) . Then
= (j0'{u)+vS'{u))-{S{u))
= /?'(«) -S {u) + v S'{u) • S{u)
= 0
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 since =0, then j0'{u)-S{u)=O as well. 
So far we have S-S=0, S'S'=0, and ^•^5'=0. Another 
useful fact is that if M[ x(u,v^=p(u)+vS(u) is a ruled 
surface with||=I and <5"'^0 (this restriction implies that 
M is not cylindrical), then it is always possible to 
repararaeterize M hy y(u,yv)=^{u)+wS{u)/viheTQ y -S —0 • We will 
derive this fact, but first we will consider the case when 
5'=^. 
Now proceeding in much the same manner as in the 
previous examples for the cone and cylinder, we have 
Note that <5"' =0. 
x^=S{u) 
Xw =0 
^=x. -x 
u u 
=P'{u)-f{u) 
=Huf 
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 G=x/-x, 
S{j^-S{u) 
ul^ 
=I■ ■ ■ ■ 
Since J is a unit vector, we have G =1 . 
= {j^'{u)+vS'{u))-S{u) 
- j0'{u)-S{u)+vS'{u)-S{u) 
= 0+0 
= 0 
This is because we are using an orthogonal patch. 
^„=2x«„-x„=2[^"(m)•/'(")] 
A = 2x„ • X„v = • ^'(")= 0 
= 2[x„, • X J= 2[^5-'(m)-^5-(m)] = 0 
A=2x^-x,=0 
Recalling the geodesic equations we have 
u"+^u"+^u'v'-^v" =0 
IE . E . 2E 
and. 
„_E.. G,. . . G''^±nu'^+2^ttV+^v'^=0
^ 2G" G 2G 
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   
Substituting in our values obtained when we have S 0, 
the geodesic equations simplify to 
, /3-(u)-fi(u)_ 
; : ~ . ; 
and ' 
v"=0 (2e) 
Now let us return to the case when (5"' 0. As mentioned 
earlier, if M:x{u,v)=j0{u)+vS{u) is a ruled surface with 
|;^|=1 and then we can reparameterize M by 
y{u,w)=/{u)+wS{u) ^ ^here /'•S'=0. To show that this is 
possible, let us start by letting ^/?(m)+r(M)<5'(M) and solve 
for rlw). 
Given: x{u,v)=j0{u)+vS(u),| | =1, S-S'=0, and 
J^(u)=j0{u)+r{u)s{u) 
Show: y'•S'=0 
Now 
y{yi)=p{u)+r{u)s{u) 
'^y\u)=fi'i^)+r{u)-S\u)+r'{u)-S(u) 
^r\u)-S\u)={p'iu)i-r{u)-SXu)+r'{u)-S{u^-S'{}i) 
= •i5''(M)+r(M)- +'''(") ^'("))) 
= j0'{u)-S'{u)+r{u)-{<^'{u)-S'{u}) 
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Now . 
If We let r{}i)=- then r{u)=p{u)+r{u)S{u)
S\u)'d\u) 
and /'(h)• =0. 
Thus 
x{}i,y)=/{u)+vS{u)-r{u)s{u) 
=y{u)+v S{u)+{y-r)S{u) 
=/(«)+ V <>-(»)+ w sill), 
where w=v-r. q 
So we now can use the property that f{u)-S'{u)=Q . A 
curve such as y is called a Iihg of stfiction for M [4]. 
To keep with our notation we now take this striction line 
as our directrix curve, that is let P—7- Therefore we 
shall write y^'(M)-f5''(M)=0. 
Before continuing further, let us restate the 
conditions we have when : 
S{n)- d'{u)=0 
S{u)-,^'{u)=0 
J3'{n) S{ii)=0 
j^'{u)-S'(u}=0 
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     
with these Gohditions, we will now calculate the 
geodesic equations when J'(m)5^0, 
x,=^(m) 
: / X^=,0-
X„v =^'(") 
E=y^u-K 
= •\^'(m)+2v;^'(i/)•J'(m)+v^<5"'(m)• 
=\j0'{uf +2vJ3\u)-S'{u)+v^\5'{uf 
=\j3'{uf +Q+v^\S'{uf 
. =\P'{uf+v^\S'{uf 
The result simplifies as such, since S'{u)=0. 
G=Xv-x/ 
=S{ii)-S{ii) 
: ' . =1 , 
Recall that <5" is a unit vector, therefore we have 
G=1. 
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F=y^u-K 
={p'{u)+vS'{u))•S{u) 
=j0'{u)•S{u)+vS'iu)•S{u) 
=0+0 
=0 
: S have an orthogonal patch, F=0. 
' E^=^Ku-K 
=l^\u)+vS''(u))-{p'(u)+vS'(u))] 
=2[j3''{u)-/3'{u)+v{j3'{u)-S'{u)) +v^\S''{u) 
I =2(^(«)-^(»)+0+v'|<y"(a)|') 
=2{fi-{u)Au)+vYi''t) 
Note that fv(y^(w)-i^'{w))^ V(^"(w)'^(«), ^tid 
P'{u)-<^'{u)=0 by assumption. 
=2x„-x„. 
=2[{p\u)+vS'(u))-S'(u)] 
=2\j3'{u) <5''(m)+vS'{u) t^'{u)] 
=2^'{u) S'{u))+v\S'{uf J 
=2v\S'(uf 
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 where j0'{u)-S'{u)=0 since /3'A-S' 
=2x„,•X,=2[J'(m)-4«^)]=0, since ^'1/^ 
G,=2x,,-x,=0, since x^=0. 
Using these results we have calculated, we merely need 
to substitute our values into the general form of the 
geodesic equation. Thus we obtain the geodesic equations 
for a general ruled surface. 
u + u"+ ,.J =0 \j0'{uf+v^\S'{uf +v^\^'{u\ 
and 
v''-v|^'(4""=0 ' (2f) 
The solution to these equations is not at all obvious, 
if possible at all. For our discussion, let us now look at 
some special cases. Assume that we also have the condition 
that;^ h,as unit speed after our reparameterization. With 
this property we have /3'=\ and P •P=0. The latter is 
obtained as follows: 
: =i 
=0 
=> +^-/?'=o 
^2P"-P'=0 
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^j0"-P'=O 
With these two additional identities we obtain the 
following values: 
+v^\S'{uf + 
G=\ 
>=0' ; • 
E^^2v'\S"{u)\' 
E^=^^\S'{u)Y 
;^«=^v=0 , 
Now using these values we have the follow 
representation for the geodesic eguations of a ruled 
surface. 
v^\S"{uf „ 2v\S'{uf ,
u"+ I ^ u'^ + . ' ,u'v'=Q\+v^\S'{u\ 1+v^|J'(m)| 
and 
V'-v\S\ufu'^ =0 : (2g) 
To help us simplify even further, let us consider the 
case where not only does /? have unit speed, but S has unit 
speed as well. If S has unit speed then as before with ^  
we have the relationships that 5^ -5 =1 and^ •<5* =0. 
Substituting we now have 
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£=l+-v'|^'(Mf =1+V' . 
0=1 
F=^ 
£'^=(l+v^)=0 (also £■„=/?"•y9' = 0) 
= (l+ ) = 2v (als6 = 2vi = 2v • 1= 2v) 
. • \,g„=g;=.o. . 
We now obtain the following results for our geodesic 
equations: . 
; ' 1+^ . 
and: 
v"-vu'^ =Q (2h) 
Since E^ =0 and G„ = 0, we have a v-Clairaut 
relationship. In general, for a v-Clairaut parati^sterization 
and a unit speed geodesic we can solve one of the equations 
using integration techniques. Thus we will attetnpt to solve 
the equation 
1,1 u" ' -2v" 
. ■ — = ——vV ,
u' l+ v 
-2v 
V dt 
j m' J 1+ v' 
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i I 'I f ) 1In M =- /=-In 1+v' +C 
' , . J 1+v' 
C 
u'-
1+v' 
C , ^ f dt
= f -^dt=c \-
J 1+v' J 1+ 
^ f dt 
u- C -
J 1+, 
This is as far as we can go; so let us look at the 
specific case when v=/+a. Then 
dt ^ r dv
.cf =^C\-
J 1+v •' 1+ 
u=arctaii V 
tan u = V 
C(t)=x (arctan v,v)=;^(arctanO+^^(arctanr) (2i) 
Note- that , our last result is written as a . 
paratneterization for a, ruled, surface. Thus (2i) represents 
a family of geodesies on X. , 
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CHAPTER THREE . 
COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGES USING MAPLE 
with today's technology it is now possible to view 
geodesies graphed on their surfaces through computer 
generated images. This offers an alternative way to gain an 
intuitive insight on this subject and in some cases may 
allow for rigorous study. What follows is a program for the 
computer algebra system Maple which will enable one to plot 
these types of graphics. We first need to enter our metric 
coefficients E, F, and G (see next page). 
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> with(plots); 
> dp;= proc(X,Y) 
> X11]*Y[1]+X[2]*Y[2]+X[3]=!<Y[3]; 
> end: 
> nrm:= proc(X) 
> sqrt(dp{X,X)); 
> end: 
> xp:= proc(X,Y) 
> local a,b,c; 
> a:= X[2]*Y[3]-X[3]*Y[2]; 
> b:= X[3]*Y[1]-X[1]*Y13]; 
> c:= X[1]*Y[2]-X[2]*Y[1]; 
> [a,b,c]; 
> end: 
> Jacf:= proc(X) 
> local Xu,Xv; 
> Xu:= [diff(X[l],u),diflF(X[2],u),diff(X[3],u)]; 
> Xv:= [diff(X[l],v),diff(X[2].v),diff(X[3],v)]; 
> simplify((Xu,Xv]); 
> end: 
> EFG:= proc(X) 
> local E,F,G,Y; 
> Y:=Jacf(X); 
> E:= dp(Y[l],Y[l]); 
> F:- dp(Y[l],Yi2]); 
> G:= dp(Y[2],Y[2])i 
> simplify([E,F,G]); 
> end: 
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In this part of the program we are writing the 
geodesic equations themselves. Note that by using 
orthogonal patches we have F=0. / 
> geoeq;-proc(X) 
> local M,eql,eq2; 
> M:=EFG(X); 
> eql:=diff(u(t).t$2)+subs({u=u(t),v^v(t)},
difF(M[l],u)/(2*M[l]))*diff(u(t),t)'^2 , x 
+subs({u=u(t),v=v(t)},diff(M[l],v)/(M[l]))*diff(u{t),t)*diff(v(t),t) 
-subs({u=u(t),v=v(t)},diff(M[3],u)/(2*M[l]))*diff(v(t),1^2=0; 
> eq2:=difF(v(t),t$2)-subs({u=u(t),v=v(t)},
diff{M[l],v)/(2*M[3]))*diff(u(t),t)^2 ' ^ 
+subs({u=u(t),v=v(t)},diff(M[3],u)7(M[3]))*diff(u(t),t).difF(v(t),t) 
+ subs({u=u(t),v-v(t)}4iff(Ml3l,v)/(2*M[3]))*diff(v{t^ 2=0; 
> eql,eq2; 
> end; 
This last part of the program will plot the geodesies 
on a surface. The first input is the parameterization of 
the surface. The next four inputs give bounds for the 
parameters u and v of the surface. The inputs uO and vO 
give an initial point on the surface for the geodesic. DuO 
And DvO give an initial direction. The input n is a vector 
whose first two components bound the geodesic parameter and 
the third component makes the picture smoother as it 
increases. The input "gr" controls the grid size and the 
input theta and phi control the orientation of the picture. 
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> pIotgeo:=proc{X,ustart,uend,vstart,vend,uO,vO,DuO,DvO,n,gr, theta,phi) 
> local sys,desys,dequ,deqv,listp,j,geo,plotX; 
> sys:=geoeq(X); 
> desys;=dsolve({sys,u(0)=u0,v(0)=y0^D(u)(0)=Du0,D(v)(0)=Dv0},
{u(t),v(t)},type=numeric,output=listprocedure); 
> dequ;=subs(desys,u(t)); deqv;=subs(desys,v(t)); 
> listp:=[seq{subs({u=dequ(j/n[3]),v=deqv(j/n[3])},X),j=n[l]..n[2])]; 
> geo;—spacecurve({listp}, color=black,thickness==2); 
> plotX:=pIot3d(X,u=ustart..uend,v=vstart..vend,grid= [gr[l],gr[2]]): 
> display({geo,plotX},style=wireframe,scaling=constrained, 
orientation=[theta,phi]); 
> end: 
We end this section with a few examples demonstrating 
this program and Maple in action. Many of the images 
presented earlier were created using Maple and at times 
this program itself. 
Figure,3.1 
A Geodesic on a Sphere 
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Figure 3.2 
A Geodesic on a Torus 
Figure 3.3 
A Geodesic on the Whirling Witch of Agnesi 
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